CAR SHARING IN COPENHAGEN AND DENMARK
It is hugely expensive to own a car in Denmark. Over the last few years the
idea of delebiler or car shares have become very popular. I expect you have
seen the little white electric BMWs all over the place? The schemes are great
for many people living in urban areas only need cars for casual or occasional
use. There is a variety of subscription services available depending on your
needs and location. You need to ensure you have a valid drivers’ licence to
drive in Denmark.

Drive Now
This is the one we use and we are very satisfied with it. We tend to get a car
if we need to go to a DIY store, Ikea or for a day trip that would take a long
time on public transport for example a class party on the other side of town.
Drive Now are in Copenhagen and use electric cars. There is a registration
fee (at time of writing this is 89dk) and they have a variety of options – hourly
package, pre paid minutes or a monthly package. Insurance and parking fees
are included in the hire.

You use the app to see the location of your nearest available car and how
much charge it has. You can reserve it for a short time whilst you get to its
location. There are some restrictions about where you can park the car during
your rental time but the app explains it all. Half the cars also have booster
seats in them for children (you can see this on the app or in the window of the

car) and they also all have ISO fix so you can bring your own baby seat if
you wish.
See their website for more details.

Lets Go
This car sharing scheme has cars in Copenhagen, Århus and Odense and
offer both fuel and electric cars. There are various subscriptions from a free
one (only pay insurance) up to monthly ones. See their website to see what
suits you.

Green Mobility
This scheme also offers a variety of packages which all include insurance and
parking fees. A plus point for this one is they offer a 24 hour package as well
as casual use. They run electric cars. See their website for more information.

GoMore
This is a portal to connect people with people rather than a car sharing site
like the ones above. You can rent a private car or get a lift (or offer them to
others)

